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A B S T R A C T  

This study is part of a research project examining fre risk in cross  aminated timber (CLT) bui dings. 
“De amination”, a major concern for CLT fre safety, can occur when the adhesive bond ine fai s in the pane  
before it chars which can  ead to additiona  fue  for fre regrowth. Understanding the mechanica  strength and 
stifness of the adhesive bond under e evated temperature is one of the fundamenta  steps towards better un-
derstanding de amination. In this study, the materia  properties of wood and wood adhesive bonds are studied at 
various temperatures  eve s be ow the char temperature of wood (300 °C) to characterize the  oss in strength and 
stifness as a function of temperature. Four adhesives, three of which are common y used in CLT production, 
were studied: two formu ations made from po yurethane, one made from me amine forma dehyde, and one 
made from pheno -resorcino  forma dehyde. Tests were performed in a ha f- ap shear joint and compared against 
a specimen with identica  geometry made from a so id piece of wood with no joint. The pheno -resorcino  
forma dehyde joint had approximate y the same shear strength as so id wood at a   temperatures, whereas the 
other adhesives had noticeab e reduction in strength at high temperatures. The method presented herein is 
unique among other CLT adhesive tests as it measures the performance of the adhesive under heat and  oad. 

1. Intr ducti n 

Current y, there is interest in bui ding ta   wood bui dings (> 26 m 
or 85 ft) uti izing mass timber materia s. Mass timber refers to a c ass of 
massive engineered wood composites, inc uding structura  composite 
 umber (SCL), g ue  aminated timber (g u am), and cross  aminated 
timber (CLT). Whi e g u am and SCL have been around since the  atter 
ha f of the twentieth century and are used in both residentia  and 
commercia  construction app ications, the deve opment of CLT in the 
1990's and its increased production in the 2010s have fue ed a rebirth 
of timber construction and the deve opment of ta   wood bui dings. CLT 
consists of  ayers of dimension  umber whose  ong axis is orientated 90° 
from its neighboring  aminations. This resu ts in massive pane s that 
can be manufactured up to 500 mm thick and 18 m  ong and de ivered 
to the jobsite with precut openings for doors and windows. The prop-
erties of CLT a  ow it to be used in both horizonta  (foor assemb y) and 
vertica  (wa   assemb y) app ications. CLT is featured prominent y in 
recent mass timber bui dings such as the eighteen story Brock Commons 
in Vancouver BC, the eight story Carbon 12 bui ding in Port and OR, 
and the nine story Murray Grove bui ding in London, UK. 
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One major perceived concern about the use of mass timber is fre 
performance. Despite perceived concerns, the fre resistance of wood 
members is we   understood and has been studied since the 13th cen-
tury according to Know es and Pitt [1]. When exposed to fre, wood 
forms an insu ating  ayer of char that deve ops between 280 °C and 
300 °C. Whi e char cannot carry a structura   oad, it has a  ow therma  
conductivity and as a resu t, the uncharred cross-sectiona  area remains 
at a re ative y  ow temperature and can continue to carry a  oad [2]. 
The char rate can be assumed to be rough y 0.6 mm min−1 (1.5 in. h−1) 
in the absence of other data and adjustments to the char rate for species, 
grain orientation, wood moisture content and other variab es have a so 
been we   characterized [2]. 

Whi e charring of so id wood is genera  y understood, CLT com-
partment fre dynamics a so depend upon the wood adhesives used in 
the CLT, given that some of the  argest fre safety cha  enges of ta   
wood bui dings are direct y or indirect y re ated to adhesive perfor-
mance in fre scenarios [3]. As the char front and therma  wave ap-
proach the bond ine, de amination can happen if the therma  wave 
temperature weakens the adhesive. Because the therma  wave causes 
the temperatures at the bond ine to increase before char is formed, 
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de amination exposes two pre-heated, uncharred surfaces to the fre 
(the next  ayer of the CLT and the unburned back side of the de ami-
nated  ayer). In a compartment fre, de amination can  ead to a second 
fashover, where a fre that was decaying grows in heat and intensity 
with the addition of more fue  [4]. De amination has been observed in 
compartment fre tests conducted at Car eton university [5], the Fire 
Protection Research Foundation (FPRF) tests carried out at NIST by the 
Nationa  Research Counci  of Canada [6], and the tests in support of the 
ICC code changes performed by the Forest Products Laboratory at the 
A coho  Tobacco and Firearms  aboratory [7]. In the Car eton and FPFR 
tests, the de amination  ed to a second fashover, however, in the ICC 
tests, a second fashover was not observed as the compartment tem-
perature was be ow the ignition temperature of wood when the de a-
mination occurred. Understanding adhesive performance under fre and 
its efect on CLT compartment fres is key to designing more fre re-
sistant CLT structures and robust bui ding codes. 

Adhesive performance under high temperatures is  ess researched 
than char formation. Semina  work by Schafer in the 1960's [8] ex-
amined how the char front moved through adhesive bond ines and 
measured the residua  bond strength after exposing the bonds to 
faming combustion. Shafer's work was one of the frst papers to report 
de amination for certain adhesives. Schafer found that for me amine-
forma dehyde (MF) and pheno -resorcino -forma dehyde (PRF) ad-
hesives, the char front moved through these adhesives as they did in 
so id wood. Furthermore, the bonds made with these adhesives re-
mained intact even after the fre exposure and there was not a sig-
nifcant  oss in residua  capacity. Since engineered wood predominant y 
used these adhesives for many years, the fre performance of engineered 
wood composites was not a concern [9]. 

In the ear y 2000's severa  studies examined the performance of 
po yurethane adhesives at high temperatures and under fre  oads. Part 
of this research stemmed from the fact that the wood industry dis-
covered that wa   assemb ies constructed with fnger jointed  umber, 
manufactured with po yurethane and po y viny  acetate adhesives, may 
not achieve a 1-h fre resistance rating when tested per ASTM E119 
[10]. This  ed to the deve opment of a “heat resistant adhesive (HRA)” 
c ass of adhesives for fnger jointed  umber. To achieve an HRA rating, 
fnger jointed  umber made with the adhesive must pass a fu  -sca e 1-h 
ASTM E119 wa   test [10]. Adhesives used in CLT must a so pass a 
 arge-sca e fre test. The current PRG 320 product standard for CLT in 
North America requires that adhesives used must not de aminate in a 
 arge-sca e test deve oped by Southwest Research Institute [11]. In that 
test, a compartment with non-combustib e wa  s and a CLT cei ing is 
exposed to a fre  oad and venti ation to match the FPRF tests where 
de amination occurred. The adhesive passes if the pane  does not de-
 aminate. Whi e these  arge-sca e tests current y serve as benchmarks to 
enter the marketp ace, they are expensive and pass-fai  tests are not 
he pfu  in quantifying and mode ing the adhesive performance. 

Use of  arge-sca e ASTM E119 wa   tests or the PRG 320 cei ing test 
are intended to yie d overa   performance of the product. The overa   
performance of the product in these  arge tests is dominated by the 
charring of the wood and other test detai s. As a resu t, sma   diferences 
in the adhesives are masked by the inherent variabi ity in construction 
detai s of the assemb ies and variabi ity in the charring of wood. 

An idea  test method to f   this know edge gap wou d focus on 
quantifying strength  oss in the adhesive be ow the char temperature of 
wood. A number of sma  -sca e tests have been deve oped to eva uate 
the strength of adhesive bonds at high temperature; most of these tests 
eva uated po yurethane (PUR) and po yviny  a coho  (PVA) adhesives. 
C auβ et a . [12] tested sing e  ap shear bonds in a universa  test ma-
chine at temperature and found that po yurethane adhesives had 
80–95% of the strength of PRF at 200 °C. Large diferences were found 
between tests where the joint was heated and then tested to fai ure and 
tests where the samp es were heated under a constant  oad. For in-
stance, Frangi heated fnger joints to a temperatures up to 140 °C and 
then tested them in tension [13]. He found that the tensi e strength of 

the fnger joints at 140 °C were 40–60% of the room temperature 
strength. However, Rammer et a . [14] p aced a constant  oad on a 
fnger joint and then heated them and examined the creep behavior and 
observed fai ures of the fnger joints made with PURs and PVAs be ow 
200 °C but did not observe any fai ures of fnger joints made with PRF 
and MFs. These previous studies on adhesive performance under high 
temperatures were focused on understanding fnger jointed  umber that 
resists vertica   oads during a fre scenario. Whi e they are a va uab e 
starting point for CLT test methods, it is  ike y that CLT wi   require its 
own test method since de amination is diferent from the combined 
axia  and second order fexura   oading fai ures observed in fnger 
jointed  umber. 

In this paper we examine the strength, stifness, and ducti ity of 
wood and wood adhesive bonds at e evated temperatures be ow the 
char temperature of wood (300 °C) to better understand de amination. 
Charred wood is assumed to have zero strength; the goa  of this work is 
to characterize the degradation of the strength of wood and the re-
duction of the strength of wood adhesive bonds be ow the char tem-
perature of the wood. The adhesive bonds are examined in a  ap shear 
geometry and are compared against a specimen made of so id wood so 
the performance of the adhesive can be norma ized against so id wood. 
This work is part of a  arger program of research on understanding 
de amination and CLT fre performance. The resu ts from this study (i.e. 
materia  properties) wi   be fed into a mu tiphysics fnite e ement mode  
to eva uate the risk of de amination. Furthermore, the resu ts from the 
 ap shear tests can be compared against fu  -sca e compartment test data 
to eva uate its potentia  uti ity as a sma  -sca e screening test for ad-
hesives. 

2. Materials and meth ds 

Two diferent mechanica  tests were carried out: tensi e tests on 
so id wood and  ap shear tests on wood bonded with adhesive. Both 
tests were carried out in an Instron 5589 (Norwood, MA) universa  
testing frame with a temperature contro  ed BEMCO FTU7.0-100x600 
(Simi Va  ey, CA) testing oven that contains the specimen gripping and 
 oading apparatus. The oven had access ports at the top and bottom 
such that the app ied  oad cou d be transferred into the oven to the 
gripped specimen which was  ocated inside the oven for the duration of 
the experiment. Prior to testing, a   specimens were dried at 103 °C for a 
minimum of 24 h to reduce the efects of drying on testing time. To save 
testing time, samp es were preheated in a secondary oven he d at 100 °C 
and then transferred to the test apparatus where they were he d at the 
target temperature unti  a thermocoup e embedded mid-depth in the 
specimen had stabi ized to the prescribed oven temperature (therma  
equi ibrium). By performing the fna  preheating in the test fxture, 
samp e deformation prior to testing was minimized. Disp acement was 
app ied at a constant rate of 1 mm min−1 by the Instron test machine 
unti  fai ure of the specimen. 

The deformation was measured using 2D digita  image corre ation 
(DIC) [15]. Deformed confgurations of the specimen were monitored with 
a 5 MP Sting Ray F-504B camera (A  ied Vision, Exton, PA) using a 
Schneider Optics (Bad Kreuznach, Germany) Xenop an 1.4/23 mm  ens. 
Images were acquired at 1 frame per second with a reso ution of 
2452 × 1200 pixe s and a dynamic range of 12-bits. The images were post 
processed using 2D digita  image corre ation (DIC) with the Istra4D 
(Dantec Dynamics, U m, Germany) software package to obtain  oca  dis-
p acements. A random speck e pattern was app ied to the specimen surface 
with Rust-O eum (Vernon Hi  s, IL) High Heat spray paint. The DIC system 
was ca ibrated fo  owing the Dantec Dynamics procedure with the ca i-
bration pane  inside the oven at the p ane of the specimen surface. The 
region of interest for the ana ysis was 1200 × 1000 pixe s which corre-
sponded to 23 × 19.5 mm on the specimen surface p ane, with an image 
sca e of 19 μm per pixe . A facet size of 40 pixe s (0.76 mm) and a step size 
of 12 pixe s (0.23 mm) were used as the corre ation parameters, which 
resu ted in a disp acement reso ution of 0.5 μm. 
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2.1. Ten ile te t 

Tensi e tests were carried out to obtain the e astic modu us and 
u timate strength of wood at various temperatures. The specimen geo-
metry conformed to the “para  e  to grain” confguration found in ASTM 
D143 [16]. To ensure the specimen was at the target temperature 
during testing, thermocoup es were insta  ed at two depths near the 
grips. Three species groups were tested: southern ye  ow pine, Doug as 
fr, and spruce-pine-fr. The  atter two groups are common y used in 
CLT production in North America and southern pine is starting to enter 
the marketp ace. Ten rep icates of each species were tested at the fo -
 owing temperatures: 25 °C, 100 °C, 140 °C, 180 °C, 220 °C. For the tests 
conducted at 180 °C and be ow, a c ip-on extensometer was used to 
measure disp acements (the extensometer cou d not be used above 
200 °C). Digita  image corre ation measurements were run concurrent y 
with the extensometer a  owing for verifcation of the DIC a gorithms. 
Strains were computed using a virtua  extensometer through DIC, with 
a gauge  ength of 25.4 mm, matching that of the extensometer. 

2.2. Adhe ive te t 

A ha f- ap joint was used to eva uate the adhesive bond performance 
at high temperatures. The geometry of the test specimen is given in 
Fig. 1 and on y one wood species group, Doug as fr, was used for a   
adhesives tests. The specimens were g ued within 3 h after the ha f  ap 
joint was cut. The size of the bond ine surface was 22.2 × 25.4 mm. 
Adhesives were hand app ied to the manufacturers' recommended 

spread rate and a bond ine pressure of 0.69 MPa was app ied and he d 
in the presses overnight at room temperature. Four adhesives were 
tested: a two part pheno  resorcino  forma dehyde (PRF) adhesive, a 
two-part me amine-forma dehyde (MF) adhesive, and two diferent 
formu ations of a 1-component po yurethane (PUR) adhesive, hereafter 
referred to as PUR-1 and PUR-2. Additiona  y, a so id Doug as fr 
samp e with the same geometry but no adhesive bond was run in par-
a  e  with these groups so that the adhesive performance cou d be 
norma ized to that of so id wood at each temperature. 

Tests were run at the fo  owing temperatures: 100 °C, 140 °C, 180 °C, 
220 °C, 260 °C; it is we   known that structura  engineered wood ad-
hesives are designed to be stronger than so id wood at room tempera-
ture [17]. Ten rep icates were tested for each adhesive formu ation at 
each temperature. For these tests, the strain fe d around the bond ine 
was examined using digita  image corre ation. A simp ifed approx-
imation of the shear strain was ca cu ated by investigating the dis-
p acements across the bond ine. Axia  disp acements a ong transverse 
contours at each corre ation point ( ocated approximate y every 
0.23 mm a ong the  ength of the bond ine) were smoothed using a 
uniform weight convo ution with a kerne  of 5 points. The  oca  s ope of 
the smoothed axia  disp acement contours was ca cu ated using  inear 
regression with a 5 point kerne . The 5 point kerne  used in the con-
vo ution and regression resu ted in an efective gauge  ength of ap-
proximate y 1.14 mm. The shear strain at the bond ine was determined 
by the maximum s ope a ong the transverse contour, which was aver-
aged over each efective gauge  ength. This process fo  owed for each 
transverse contour a ong the bond ine resu ting in approximate y 83 

Fig. 1. Geometry of the shear test specimen (tensi e test used geometry specifed in ASTM D143). Bottom: photograph of a typica  shear test specimen; for shear 
“so id wood” specimens, the two grooves were cut into a sing e piece of wood to give a samp e with the same geometry as the  ap shear specimens. 
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Fig. 2. Representative tensi e stress strain curves at diferent temperatures for 
the three wood species tested. Representative curves were se ected from the 
median va ue of the maximum  oad. Fig. 3. Average (mean) va ues of the maximum tensi e stress,  ongitudina  

strain, and e astic modu us as a function of temperature for the wood speci-
mens. The error bars represent one standard deviation. 

contours per image. The fna  shear strain was computed as the average 
for a   transverse contours for a given image. DIC was used to ca cu ate 
stains in this initia  research. However, it is envisioned that a simp ifed 
method for measuring shear strains wi   be used on further tests and 
verifed with the fu   strain fe d data co  ected herein. 

3. Results 

3.1. Ten ion 

Fig. 2 shows representative stress-strain curves for each of the wood 
species tested at diferent temperatures. The examp e curves were se-
 ected by choosing the median maximum  oad (i.e. fai ure strength) for 
each combination of wood species and temperature tested. The p otted 
strains were determined from a virtua  extensometer using digita  
image corre ation and any initia  comp iance of the system was 

corrected for by adjusting the  inear portion of the curve so that it ex-
trapo ated through the origin. In genera , the stress strain curves were 
 inear-e astic unti  fai ure, with the SPF samp es exhibiting the most 
ducti ity. For a   wood species, as the temperature was increased, the 
maximum stress, modu us, and strain at fai ure a   decreased, with the 
exception of data co  ected at 180 °C. 

These trends can be observed more c ear y in Fig. 3 which p ot the 
modu us, maximum stress, and strain at fai ure. In Fig. 2, the mean is 
p otted a ong with the standard deviation (between 5 and 10 useab e 
rep icates) for each combination of wood species group and tempera-
ture. A   three variab es exhibit decreases from room temperature to 
their va ues at 220 °C. The maximum stress exhibits a  inear decrease 
with increasing temperature and the u timate tensi e strength at 220 °C 
dropped to 46% of the room temperature strength for Doug as fr and to 
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on y 27% for spruce pine fr, indicating a  arge range of variation be-
tween species. Notab y, the maximum stresses are  ower at 140 °C than 
at 180 °C for the southern pine and spruce pine fr groups; the reason for 
this increase is unc ear and further study is needed to understand these 
resu ts. The modu us a so decreases with increasing temperature, but 
the decrease with temperature is  ess severe; the mean e astic modu us 
of Doug as fr decreased by 32% from room temperature to 220 °C and 
53% for southern pine. Whi e the trend in modu us was a s ight de-
crease with each increase in temperature, the observed modu i were 
higher at 180 °C than 140 °C for a   wood species tested. For a   species, 
the strain at fai ure was  ower at 220 °C than room temperature. The 
strain decreased by as  itt e as 50% for Doug as fr to over 100% for 
spruce pine fr. There was more observed variation in the mean strain 
than that of the stress or modu us, but genera  trend was that the strain 
at fai ure decreased with an increase in temperature. 

One surprising feature of Fig. 3 is that the southern pine data ex-
hibited the  owest strength and modu us of the three species groups 
examined. Based of of the sma  -c ear test data for these species in the 
Wood Handbook, the southern pine shou d be the strongest of the spe-
cies tested and have a stifness comparab e to that of Doug as fr [18]. 
We be ieve the observed diferences in this study are a resu t of the 
grain pattern in the sma  -c ear samp es used in this study. Fig. 4 shows 
representative samp es from each of the wood species tested. Even 
though the southern pine was se ect structura  grade, it had  arger 
growth rings than that of the Doug as fr and spruce pine fr specimens. 
This resu ted in some of the pieces having near y a   ear y wood in the 
necked-down region of the ASTM D143 samp es. The resu t is that the 
southern pine properties reported in Figs. 2 and 3  ike y represent  ower 
bounds on the strength of c ear southern pine at high temperatures. 

3.2. Shear 

Fig. 5 shows representative shear stress-strain curves for each of the 
bonded assemb ies at four of the fve temperatures tested. As the tem-
perature is increased, the maximum shear stress decreased whi e the 
deformation increased. For the PRF and PUR assemb ies, the amount of 
deformation increased appreciab y at higher temperatures. This trend 
in the maximum shear stress can be more easi y seen in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 
which p ot the maximum shear stress at fai ure and percent wood 
fai ure as a functions of temperature. 

For the so id wood and a   adhesive systems, the shear strength 
decreased as the temperature increased. A notab e decrease in the 
strength occurs between 220 °C and 260 °C. From Fig. 6 it can be seen 
that the PRF adhesive had a simi ar strength to so id wood over a   
temperatures. The  argest diferences in shear strength between most of 
the adhesive formu ations and the so id wood cou d be observed at 
260 °C. Comparing mean va ues at 260 °C, the PUR1 formu ation had 
on y 30% of the strength of the so id wood contro ; the PUR2 had over 
60% and the MF had 85% of the strength of so id wood at 260 °C. 

It is a so interesting to note diferences in the fai ure surfaces as 
summarized in Fig. 7. The MF and PRF adhesives maintained a high 
degree of wood fai ure throughout a   temperatures. However, at 
260 °C, both of the po yurethane adhesives exhibited near y a 100% 
fai ure within the adhesive  ayer with both surfaces appearing coated 
with adhesive when examined with the naked eye. It is a so worth 
noting that some of the pecu iarities in the trends in Fig. 6, name y MF 
& PUR2 at 140 °C and PUR1 at 180 °C correspond with  ow average 
percent wood fai ures and high standard deviations in the percent wood 
fai ures in Fig. 7. In these three groups there were severa  samp es with 
 ow strengths and  ow percent wood fai ures. 

4. Discussi n 

The goa  of this research was to understand the change in me-
chanica  properties of engineered wood materia s and adhesives at 
e evated temperatures. Both tensi e and shear stress-strain curves of the 

wood materia  and shear stress-strain curves for wood-adhesive bond-
 ine were co  ected so that they cou d be uti ized in a mu tiphysics fnite 
e ement mode  to predict the structura  performance of CLT subjected 
to fre conditions. The u timate goa  of such a mode  is to better un-
derstand when de amination wi   occur and u timate y deve op an un-
derstanding of the risk of de amination (i.e. fragi ity curves) for dif-
ferent engineered wood adhesives. 

In addition to being usefu  as inputs into a mu tiphysics mode , the 
resu ts of this study are a so va uab e in understanding the fre re-
sistance of engineered wood products. The tensi e data gives further 
insight into the reduction of wood strength under fre scenarios. For 
standard fre resistance ca cu ations, charred wood at 300 °C is assigned 
zero-strength [2]. To account for the strength  oss prior to the char 
 eve , severa  diferent approaches can be used, inc uding adding a 
“zero-strength  ayer” to the char depth, typica  y a 20% increase in the 
charring rate [2]. The data disp ayed in Fig. 1 can be used to better 
understand these strength reductions with more detai  and can be used 
to better predict the residua   oad carrying capacity of wood members. 

The resu ts of the adhesive performance at e evated temperatures 
are a so important for the deve opment of new adhesive formu ations 
and sma  -sca e qua ifcation tests. The current PRG-320 standard [11] 
requires a test of a fu  -sca e CLT compartment which is not on y cost 
prohibitive but a so has uncertainties in many other manufacturing 
detai s aside from the efect of the adhesive itse f. A more cost-efective 

Fig. 4. Representative photographs of the tension specimens showing the grain 
pattern. The southern pine specimens had wide growth rings which resu ted in 
the some of the samp es being comprised predominate y of ear ywood in the 
gauge  ength. 
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Fig. 5. Representative shear stress strain curves for the adhesive tests at four temperatures on Doug as fr. Note the diferent x-axis for the PUR1 adhesive. 

testing method is needed to better faci itate the introduction of new 
adhesive formu ations to the marketp ace. Severa  researchers (dis-
cussed be ow) have been working on deve oping sma  -sca e tests that 
can be used as a potentia  qua ifcation test for new adhesives for CLT. 

Most of the proposed sma  -sca e methods invo ve  ooking at the 
char rates of a 5-p y CLT exposed in an intermediate-sca e furnace (ca. 1 
m2). In the method deve oped at Eidgenössische Technische Hochschu e 
Zürich (ETHZ), the pane  is attached to a  oad ce   and the mass  oss is 
measured as a function of time during a standard fre exposure [19]. 
Fina  y, the Research Institutes of Sweden (RI.SE) performed tests using 
a non-standard fre exposure that exact y matched the temperature and 
oxygen content of  arge-sca e fre tests on de aminating CLT [20]. A -
though there are diferences in the exposure and eva uation criteria, the 

methods are simi ar in that they eva uate the adhesive performance 
based on how fast char forms on the wood, with the assumption that 
de amination wi   resu t in a higher average char rate as measured at 
the end of the test. Whi e the char rate is undoubted y higher in pane s 
with de amination, the method does not direct y test the adhesive 
performance, but rather the entire pane  performance. For examp e in 
the RI.SE tests, it took between 45 and 50 min for the bond ine tem-
perature to rise above 250 °C [20]. Given that a   adhesives tested in 
this study performed we   unti  this temperature, the method is not 
idea  y suited for detecting sma   diferences between adhesives, and is 
best for determining whether the adhesive  oses strength we   be ow the 
char temperature of wood. Moreover, none of these methods app y a 
mechanica   oad to the CLT. Loading the pane  wi   resu t in an 
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Fig. 6. Maximum shear stress as a function of temperature for the adhesive 
systems examined. Error bars represent the standard error. 

Fig. 7. Percent wood fai ure as a function of temperature for the adhesive 
systems examined. Error bars represent the standard error. 

increased shear stress at the  owest bond ine which wi   presumab y 
cause fai ure ear ier than in an un oaded situation. Furthermore, CLT 
pane  tests are more cost y and comp icated than a test focused on a 
sing e adhesive bond ine that has simi ar physics and sca ab e me-
chanics to the bonded interfaces in CLT be ow the char temperature. 

The  ap shear test presented herein a  owed for the strength of the 
wood-adhesive bond to be determined as a function of temperature up 
to the char temperature of the wood. By comparing them against the 
strength of so id wood, the independent re ative strength of the ad-
hesive cou d be determined. It is genera  y understood that the wood-
adhesive bond shou d be stronger than so id wood at room temperature. 
However, on y one of the four adhesives tested in this study cou d retain 
that capacity throughout the range of temperatures. A sma  -sca e ad-
hesive qua ifcation test cou d easi y specify that the wood adhesive 
bond needs to retain a certain percentage of the strength of so id wood 
at 260 °C or another temperature approaching the char temperature of 
wood. Se ecting the appropriate percentage cou d be deve oped from 
corre ating resu ts from formu ations that have passed and fai ed the 
 arge-sca e PRG 320 test. 

An a ternative, sma  -sca e qua ifcation method cou d invo ve a 
simi ar test geometry but instead of  oading to fai ure at a certain 
temperature, the specimen cou d be  oaded to the shear stress under the 

design  oad of a CLT foor system, and then subsequent y heated to fre 
conditions unti  fai ure. This modifcation to the test presented herein is 
in some ways more simi ar to a de amination event where the tem-
perature is increased under constant  oad unti  fai ure. However, the 
se ection of a temperature ramp rate and thermocoup e methodo ogy 
cou d pose cha  enges. 

Sma  -sca e methods have the fo  owing advantages over pane   eve  
tests: (1) they mitigate fu  -sca e non inear interactions which a  ow for 
sma   diferences in the adhesive performance to be quantifed, (2) they 
can be conducted in any  aboratory and do not require a fre  aboratory, 
and (3) they test the adhesive performance under  oad. Whi e a pane  
 eve  test may u timate y be required for qua ifcation under PRG-320, 
the sma  -sca e tests presented herein do provide va uab e, comp i-
mentary information to the pane   eve  test which may be of va ue not 
just to regu ators, but a so in the deve opment of new adhesive for-
mu ations. 

5. C nclusi ns 

The materia  properties of so id wood and wood-adhesive bond ines 
were studied to better understand the risk of de amination with dif-
ferent adhesive formu ations. The resu ts provide materia  properties as 
a function of temperature that can be used for a mu tiphysics mode  of 
de amination. 

For the so id wood, the u timate strength and modu us decreased 
 inear y with temperature across a   species. The southern pine data had 
a  ow tensi e strength re ative to previous y pub ished va ues. This was 
attributed to the width of the growth rings and the fact that many 
samp es contained most y ear ywood in the gauge  ength. Whi e higher 
va ues may have been obtained with quarter sawn samp es with a tight 
growth ring, the tensi e va ues  ike y are representative of the c ear 
properties of commercia  y avai ab e southern pine. 

For the shear tests, a noteworthy decrease in strength was observed 
at 260 °C for both the so id wood and the adhesives. However, the PUR1 
adhesive exhibited the greatest decrease in strength at 260 °C. Over a   
temperatures the PRF assemb y had simi ar strength properties to so id 
wood. 

Whi e a number of sma  -sca e tests may be used to test the adhesive 
performance of CLT in fre scenarios, it is important that the test cap-
ture both the mechanica  and temperature  oads. A unique aspect of this 
study when compared against other sma   sca e tests proposed for CLT 
adhesives is that it exp icit y measured the mechanica  strength of the 
adhesive bond at high temperatures. By testing a sing e adhesive bond 
under shear, it is possib e to measure the adhesive performance in the 
absence of wood charring. 
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